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Games in Education

Games in Education
• Gamification
• Literacy

Science Games
• National Science Week Games Night
• Games to unpack science ideas

Games to unpack coding
• Player as ‘computational device’



Computational Thinking

“Computational thinking is the thought processes involved in 
formulating a problem and expressing its solution(s) in such a 
way that a computer - human or machine – can effectively carry 
out.” (Wing 2014) 

• New Literacy? 
• Integration into the Curriculum
• Wing Vs Bers
• Playpen Vs Playground



Source: primary.quickstartcomputing.org/resources/pdf/comp_thinking.pdf



Unplugged Programming

Unplugged Programming (UP)
“We have found that many important concepts can be taught 
without using a computer—in fact, sometimes the computer is 
just a distraction from learning. Often computer science is taught 
using programming first, but not every student finds this 
motivating, and it can be a significant barrier to getting into the 
really interesting ideas in computer science.” (CSUnplugged, 
2015)



Flowchart Programming

• Using a flowchart to visualise
components of a computer program.
• Complexity can be scaled.
• Natural language can be used.
• Collaborative.



Theoretical Background

• Micro-ethnographic analysis (Erickson, 2006).
• Socio-cultural approach of Vygotsky (1962; 1978) and pragmatist 

semiotics of Peirce (1998).
• Representation-construction approach (Tytler, Prain, Hubber & 

Waldrip, 2013).
• Embodied and distributed cognition as an analytical focus - “The 

brain, body, and environment comprise a single, dynamic system” 
(Hayes & Kramer, 2017, p. 2).



Considering UP from the Distributed and 
Embodied Perspectives
• Research exploring the embodied and distributed nature of CT achieved through 

UP is starting to emerge.

• Fadjo (2012) explores the way in which students’ engagement with coding 
software, specifically Scratch, is more productive if students also embody – act 
out – the relevant code. Students are then more likely to produce meaningful 
products and to develop their CT.

• Sung et. al. (2017) discovered that a higher level of embodiment, in the form of 
students enacting full body movements with a large number line on the floor, 
lead to better performance on maths tests and programming with Scratch Jnr, 
than activities requiring a lower level of embodiment, in the form of hand 
movements with a number line on a piece of paper. 



Aims

• Identifying examples of CT.
• How does collaborative reasoning contribute to the development of 

FCP?
• What are the affordances of video methodology for exploring UP as a 

form of CT?



Study Design

• Two single sessions in a specially designed learning classroom 
(Science of Learning Research Classroom) at the University of 
Melbourne with 10 wall and ceiling mounted video cameras with 
zoom and tilt capacity, and eight radio microphones, controlled from 
a room with visual access.

• Session plans consistent with the Year 5 curriculum were developed 
and negotiated with the teachers.

• Teachers taught elements of CT to their students.
• Classroom teacher taught one class, GA taught one class (1.5 

hours). 



• 1.5 hour sessions.

• Part A – Challenge of FCPing Hopscotch

• Demonstration Video.

• Working in pairs (Worked Example).

• Sharing representations with whole class.

• Part B – Challenge of FCPing Tic-Tac-Toe (Naughts n 
Crosses)

• Demonstration.

• Working in pairs (playing game & planning).

• Sharing representations with whole class.

• Debugging.

Overview of Coding Session



Flowcharts
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Video Example 1
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Video Example 2



• Different levels of CT skills
• Logical + Algorithmic Thinking: many examples.
• Decomposition: observed as students considered their plans 

and negotiated smaller steps.
• Patterns: students began to recognize the moments in the 

FCP where commands were needed compared to 
conditionals.
• Patterns: students recognized where loops (as well as 

implied loops) were needed.
• Abstraction: some examples observed.

Results + Discussion



• Need to start to explore in detail the embodied and distributed nature of UP as 
this seems key to valuing it as a part of a multimodal approach to CT.
• Further exploring the value of UP practices that involve writing and drawing, such 

as pen and paper programming (Kim, Kim & Kim, 2013).
• Extend this notion of “thinking through drawing” (Magnani, 2013, p. 303) - or 

what Britton (1980, p. 147) calls “shaping at the point of utterance” - to UP.
• UP, by enabling this distancing from the machines, can afford students to develop 

a deeper understanding of programming and different relationships with 
machines.
• Only by understanding the multimodal nature of UP can we begin to properly 

appreciate what this approach to CT might afford teachers and students in the 
classroom.

Considering UP from Distributed and Embodied 
Perspectives



• By pairing student artefacts, in the form of FCPs, with video footage of the 
construction of these artefacts, and reading each through the other, the nature of 
unplugged programming and its potential value as a form of CT is opened up for 
investigation.
• Video, by capturing the non-verbal as well as the verbal meaning-making 

practices of students, focuses attention on the embodied and distributed nature 
of UP, making possible an exploration of what it is that distinguishes UP from 
traditional approaches to programming (i.e. plugged) and thus making a case for 
UP as a distinct and valuable form of CT.

Video as a means to explore the embodied and 
distributed nature of UP
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